The Woodruff Health Educators Academy presents the Educational Landscapes podcast. This podcast spotlights educators and education leaders working in various units and levels across the Woodruff Health Sciences Center (WHSC) enterprise. In each episode, these individuals share their journeys and advice for aspiring educators and leaders.

**Educational Landscapes, Series 1: Lessons from Leaders**

Are you curious about who takes on educational leadership roles? Are you interested in learning about their journeys? Want to hear their advice for aspiring leaders? If you answered yes to any of these questions, check out the first set of episodes of Educational Landscapes: Lessons from Leaders Series via Captivate.fm, including resource links highlighted by guests. The podcast is also available via Google and Apple.

Enjoy listening and learning from individuals interviewed who work in our WHSC schools and healthcare system. We plan to highlight at least two individuals each month, so more to come!

Questions? Visit [http://whsc.emory.edu/whea/](http://whsc.emory.edu/whea/) or email WHEA@emory.edu